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                            EPSU is a strong voice for the about 10.5 million social service workers in the EU and in other European countries. Our aims are to protect and improve social services across Europe as well as the employment conditions of workers in the sector. EPSU is actively involved in initiatives exploring the scope and format for social dialogue in social services at EU-level..

There are millions of social service workers across Europe who provide vital care for children, the elderly, the disabled and others with urgent needs – whether at home or in institutions. Their work and contribution to society is undervalued and more often than not poorly rewarded. Women make up the majority of the social services workforce and in many countries migrant workers also make an invaluable contribution to the sector. Gender equality runs through all of EPSU’s work and is central to its activities in social services as is action to defend migrant workers’ rights.

EPSU is making a clear case for more resources for the sector and for better pay and conditions for social service workers, for more and better collective agreements, for proper training and professional development. Supporting quality, affordable and accessible social services is an essential investment that brings both economic and social benefits.

EPSU’s thematic priorities in social services are long-term care for the elderly, including personal care and household services, childcare as well as organising in the sector on which you find more information by clicking on the links below:

	Social services (in general)
	Childcare
	Elderly care including personal care of household services
	Social dialogue
	Organising
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            EPSU standing up for public health care with unions in Portugal

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            With a new, conservative, government in Portugal, the unions, social movements and the Bloco Esquerda organised a meeting to discuss the future of the Portuguese national health system.
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            Staff shortages: towards a European Health Workforce Strategy

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            EPSU highlights how the EU can tackle safe staffing in health and care at High-Level Conference on Health Union.
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            World Health Day 2024: from applause to action

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            On World Health Day 2024, health and social care workers represented by EPSU call for urgent action to address staff shortages, ensure public finance (not austerity) and strengthen the health and social care sector in Europe.
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            Press statement: European mobilisation on 7 April

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            This Sunday is World Health Day. This year is marked by the upcoming European elections. Three civil society organisations representing health and care workers, users, campaigners, NGOs and other associations will mark the day by calling for health issues to be placed at the forefront of the European agenda – a demand many citizens agree with.
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            Commission action plan on labour and skills shortages lacks ambition 

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            On March 21st, the European Commission unveiled its action plan aimed at confronting the pressing issue of labour and skills shortages across the European Union.
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            A new WHO Report published on 12 March echoes EPSU recommendations on gender and care

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            The report, Fair share for health and care: gender and the undervaluation of health and care work details gender value gaps and demonstrates how health and care work is globally undervalued, why this is a gender equality issue, and what can be done about it.
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            How can the EU tackle the staffing crisis in health and social care?

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            New EPSU paper explores how EU OSH competencies can address staff shortages in health and social care.
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            Switzerland: union warns against impact of new health financing system

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            The vpod/ssp public services has launched a campaign and petition – “Nein zu EFAs” – to try to block changes to the healthcare financing system in Switzerland that will have seriously negative consequences for staff and patients.
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            Developing Collective Bargaining in the Care Sector (DEVCOBA): Partners met in Milan to kick-off new project

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            From 29 February to 1 March project partners met in Milan for the kick-off meeting of the DEVCOBA project.
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            Labour shortages: Social Partners jointly respond to the European Commission Consultation on Labour and Skills Shortages in the EU: An Action Plan

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            In a coordinated action, EPSU joined with Social Partners in Health and Social Services to responded to the European Commission consultation on Labour and Skills Shortages in the EU Action Plan.
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            EPSU Standing Committee on Health and Social Services discusses  labour shortages, demonstrations in Brussels, organizing and climate change

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            After a review of the alarming situation of trade unions in Turkey one year after the earthquake, the 60th Standing Committee discussed strategies to address staff shortages, greening healthcare sector, and its priorities for this year.
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            European Parliamentary rightwing backs Big Pharma – disappointing

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            The EPP, Renew and others on the right have voted (once again) to protect the interests of big business over those of workers, patients and people.
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            EPSU joins civil society demanding better safeguards in the European Health Data Space

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            As negotiations in trilogue between the European Parliament and Council are nearing conclusion EPSU joint a group of civil society organisations demanding better safe guards for data of patients.
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            EPSU concerned about Big Tech companies dominating EHDS

        

      
  

    
        
    

            
                                  
        
                            The trilogue negotiations between Council and Parliament on the European Health Data Space (EHDS) Regulation are in their final stages.
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